Who we are
We are a structure specialized in management consulting and decision support, aimed at the development and innovation of our customers. Our solutions are built on SW platforms by us and develop with the most modern technologies on the market. We are present in the transport and aerospace sector, in the energy sector, in the retail sector, in the finance, healthcare and public administration sectors.

Product description
Claim/production description
FINANCE:
Eco-fin analysis and planning
Facilitated finance EU and regional union with planning, structuring, implementation and reporting of projects.

PROCESSES:
Model, Development Road Map, Reorganization and Redesign of operational processes in an Industry 4.0 perspective of the company, through Asset evaluation, performance evaluation and strategic objectives to be achieved.

SERVICES:
Development of networks and business models
Supply Chain and Block Chain
Support for internationalization
Marketing plans
Positioning on the market and competitive models

ICT TECHNOLOGIES:
Business Intelligence
Big Data
App development and full web software
Roll-out and management of SW systems

SOLUTIONS:
Xmanager SME is a full web solution designed for simplify and modernize the administrative and accounting management of PMI working on a contract and projects.
CGManager is a full web solution for credit recovery.
Xmode is a full web management system for companies operating in the energy sector for the resolution of problems related to the Customs Agency.

Contacts
T. 0039 3351218451
a.mazzucchi@sixtema.net

www.sixtema.it